The Newman-Tamburino spherical metrics are investigated using the homothety formalism of the author's previous work (2002 Class. Quantum Grav. 19 259) and shown to always admit a homothety. The analysis also reveals that these metrics always admit a Killing vector, correcting a claim by Collinson and French (1967 J. Math. Phys. 8 701). The limit form of the cylindrical Newman-Tamburino metric is also shown to admit a homothety.
Introduction
The Newman-Tamburino metrics are those vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations admitting hypersurface orthogonal geodesic rays with non-vanishing shear and divergence. In the Newman-Penrose formalism this implies that Ψ 0 = κ = 0, that ρ is real and non-zero and σ = 0. In [1] Newman and Tamburino explicitly gave all such metrics and showed that they fall into two classes: the spherical, with ρ 2 = σσ and the cylindrical with ρ 2 = σσ. In [3] I gave a formalism suitable for investigating homothetic symmetries of vacuum solutions of the field equations, and this paper arose from an exercise in applying that formalism to the (algebraically general) spherical Newman-Tamburino solutions, with the purpose of checking that the obvious homothety (see section 2) came out of the analysis. As a by-product of the calculations, I found that the claim made in [2] by Collinson and French on the existence of Killing vectors in these metrics needed correcting. The spherical Newman-Tamburino metrics always admit exactly one Killing vector, and do so in all cases and not just in the sub-case as claimed in [2] (see below). The existence of the 2-parameter group of symmetries goes some way to explaining why the metrics can be written in closed form. In fact the reasonably simple structure of the spherical Newman-Tamburino metrics allows one to see the symmetries by a suitable close inspection, see section 2.
For the details of the actual calculations as they were carried out using Maple, see [4] . Of course, the Newman-Tamburino metrics have little physical relevance. Part of the original point of [1] was to look for solutions describing a radiation field more general than the Robinson-Trautman class, but the Newman-Tamburino metrics turned out to be too restricted to describe radiation, as was discussed in [1] . From the mathematical point of view though, they are interesting not least because they are algebraically general (Petrov type I), reasonably simple and have a low degree of symmetry.
The spherical metric
In order to illustrate the symmetries, I here explicitly give the non-zero coefficients of the contravariant form of the Newman-Tamburino spherical metric [1] (see also [5] , equation (26.21)):
Here our coordinates are
Here b and c are real constants. The Collinson and French result (also quoted in [5] ) is that there is a Killing vector only in the case where A is constant -in this situation the Killing vector is the obvious ∂ u . However, if b = 0 we can set c = 0 by a coordinate change and then the vector
is a Killing vector. This can be checked in two ways: firstly, L K g = 0, which can be shown with a little work (e.g. using Maple). Secondly and more directly, consider the flow of K a . This scales the coordinates by
for real parameter λ > 0. Under this scaling it is easy to check that all the contravariant components given above are homogeneous in λ (when A = Bu), and all of the correct degree to make the flow isometric. For example, the g 22 component is homogeneous of degree 2, and so the metric term g 22 ∂ ∂r ⊗ ∂ ∂r is unchanged under the flow. In a similar way, consider the vector
and we again find that all the contravariant components given above are homogeneous in λ, and all of the correct degree to make the flow homothetic. For example, the g 22 component is homogeneous of degree 1, and so the metric term g 22 ∂ ∂r ⊗ ∂ ∂r scales by λ −1 : the same scaling applies to all the metric terms. Again, one can use Maple (for example) to check that L H g is a constant multiple of g.
Proof of maximal symmetry
I use the formalism of [3] , which generalised the ideas of [6] into a form suitable for this task. Note that Collinson and French [2] wrote the conformal Killing equations in NewmanPenrose form and used that in their work, although there are a few minor typos in their paper, one of which may be relevant here and is briefly discussed at the end of this section. The components of the homothety are [3] ξ a = ξ n a + ξ n a − ξ m m a − ξ m m a , and its bivector, F ab , has anti-self-dual
The tetrad is a standard tetrad (see [1] ), based around the Debever-Penrose vector a = ∂ r , see [1] and [2] for further detail. Since the tetrad is normalised, for the Penrose-Rindler spin coefficients [7] used in [3] we have γ = − , β = −α etc. I will stick to κ , ρ , σ and τ in place of −ν, −µ, −π and −λ. The calculations were largely carried out using Maple 9: in [4] a more detailed account of the course of the calculations is given, based around a Maple worksheet. Now from [2] we have κ = = τ = Ψ 0 = 0, and ρ and σ real -these can also be easily checked by Maple. So by [3] (6a) Dξ = 0. Using τ = α + β ([2]), [3] (6c) becomes
We next use equation [3] (11), since a is a Debever-Penrose vector. Unfortunately, [3] (11) contains an error -the right hand side is the complex conjugate of what it ought to be. With this correction, we have
Hence δξ = 0 and ξ = ξ (u), as found in [2] .
We can calculate the remaining spin coefficients and curvature components next, using [7] (4.11.12) or directly. We get ρ from [7] (4.11.12e ), and [7] 
Turning to [3] (10a), which here is Ψ 1 ξ = −Dφ 11 , we use Ψ 1 = 2A 2 (ζζ) 3/4 ζ/R 4 from [1] , and integrate to find that
(the superscript 0 implying independence from r). Now [3] (6g) reads Dξ m = −φ 11 and integrating further and using equation [3] (11) to link the two integration constants we find that
This agrees with the form of this component given in [2] . The integrability condition [3] (10b) is
and provides us with φ 01 , and using this in [3] (10c),
gives the ζ dependence of φ Turning to ξ n , we consider [3] (6i) which solves to give
As ξ n is real we can consider the real and imaginary parts of this separately. The imaginary part and the differentiability of F (u, ζ) imply
for real G(u) and complex valued H(u). Before considering the real part, we substitute this expression for φ 0 11 into [3] (6b),
and hence H(u) = 0. Then with G(u) = ψ −ξ we get an expression for ξ n that agrees with [2] in their Killing case (ψ =ξ = 0). Putting this expression for ξ n into [3] (6d), which is simply
we find that Aξ = ξ Ȧ and so ξ = C A for some constant C. Along with ψ, C is the only unknown left in the integration, as we can solve [3] (6f )
for φ 00 , and check that the Maxwell equation [3] (8d) is satisfied. This gives us the key result (cf [2] ): there is at most one Killing vector in the Newman-Tamburino spherical metrics. So far we have not needed to use D in any serious way. The components of n a are not explicitly given in [2] or [1] but can easily be deduced from the metric. Then using appropriate curvature equations [7] (4.11.12b and c ) we can explicitly calculate Ψ 3 and Ψ 4 . Expanding these expressions in inverse powers of r (see [4] ), the lowest order (r −2 ) terms agree with the expansion given in [1] , but the r −3 term for Ψ 3 in [1] is incorrect: it should be 8A(ζζ) 3/4 ζ. From the above we can check out the remaining two Killing equations [3] (6e) and (6j), Maxwell equations [3] (8b) and (8c) and the remaining integrability conditions. All are satisfied identically with no further restrictions. The general homothetic vector then reads
Where ψ = 0 gives the Killing vectors listed above, and C = 0 the proper homothety above.
It is hard to see where the error in [2] arises. Given that my component ξ n and its equivalent (V 2 ) in [2] are different ifξ = 0 (see [4] ), the calculation that gave V 2 may be the place. Alternatively, it could be at the last step where Collinson and French use their equation (2.6g), which seems to have an incorrect left hand side. Adding [3] (6j) and its conjugate gives an equation that corresponds to [2] (2.6g), except that the first two terms on the left are, in their notation, the correct (and more natural) δV 3 + δV 4 instead of δV 3 + δV 4 .
Cylindrical limit metric
Newman and Tamburino [1] also give the following metric, which arises as a limit of the cylindrical case (see also [5] (26.23) for corrections to the du 2 coefficient):
with the same coordinates as used in the spherical case. The Killing vectors here are obvious (∂ u and ∂ y ) and there is also a homothetic vector H = 2r∂ r − x∂ x + 2y∂ y .
Once again, the flow of this vector is easily shown to scale the metric. The proof that these genuinely are all the homotheties this metric admits follows a similar pattern to that for the spherical case, but the simpler form of the metric makes the calculation easier. For details, see also [4] .
